THE HARVARD ORIENTAL SERIES FROM 1914 TO
1924 AND ITS RETARDATION BY THE WAR
A NOTE BY THE GENERAL EDITOR
peofessor edgerton's preface to these two volumes is dated Jan-
uary 16, 1917. Three days later he brought me the completed manu-
script. Presumably out of kind regard for my feelings, he has just
deleted the date from the proof of his Preface. But I begged him to let
it stand, for it seems to me no more than bare justice to him that his
colleagues and friends should at least know of the distressing trials of
patience and courage which he, most innocently, has had to suffer by
reason of the long delay in the appearance of his books. I can only
hope that they were no harder for him to bear than they have been for
me.
In August, 1914, at the outbreak of the war, fourteen of the thirty-
two volumes of this Series 1 had been actually issued, namely volumes
1 to 13 and volume 15. Of the remaining eighteen, nearly all were in
various stages of preparation: that is, they were either completed or
partly ready in manuscript; or else, the manuscripts were partly or
nearly printed.
Of these eighteen, — with the issue (now clearly in sight) of part % of
Belvalkar's Rama-play (the text) and of the present work and of
Keith's Religion of the Veda, — seventeen volumes 2 will have been
finished since the war began, to wit:
Hertd'sK^binirianPancliatantra, v. 14 Belvalkar's Rama-play (text), v. $&
Fischers gakuntala, v. 16	Bloomfield's Rigveda Repetitions, v. 24
Woods's Yoga, v. 17	Keith's Rig-veda BrSJfonanas, v. 25
Keith's Yajur-veda, v. 18-19	Burlingame's Buddhist Legends, v. £8-80-30
Bloomfield's Rig-veda Repetitions, v. £0  Edgerton's Vikrama, y. £6
Belvalkar's Ratna-play (translation), v.£l Keith's Vedie Religion, v.
The date of issue for part 3 of Belvalkar's Rama-play (the critical epi-
logue, volume 23), I am at present unable to forecast
1	A descriptive list of them all is given at the end of this book*
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xviii
2	Besides these, there were various new issues to bring out; a second issue of voL 1»
Kern's J&taka; a seventh issue of voL 8, Warren's Buddhism (this for India and
Ceylon), aid an eighth (this for America and Europe); & seventh, issue of my Sanskrit
Reader; and a fiHh issue of the second edi$oft of the late Professor WHte^s Sanskrit
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